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In mechanically ventilated patients, assisted mechanical ventilation (MV) is employed early, following the acute phase of critical illness, in order to eliminate the detrimental effects of controlled MV, most notably the development of ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction. Nevertheless, the benefits of assisted MV are often counteracted by the development of patient-ventilator dyssynchrony. Patient-ventilator dyssynchrony occurs when either the initiation and/or termination of mechanical breath is not in time
agreement with the initiation and termination of neural inspiration, respectively, or if the magnitude of mechanical assist does not
respond to the patient’s respiratory demand. As patient-ventilator dyssynchrony has been associated with several adverse effects
and can adversely influence patient outcome, every effort should be made to recognize and correct this occurrence at bedside. To
detect patient-ventilator dyssynchronies, the physician should assess patient comfort and carefully inspect the pressure- and flowtime waveforms, available on the ventilator screen of all modern ventilators. Modern ventilators offer several modifiable settings to
improve patient-ventilator interaction. New proportional modes of ventilation are also very helpful in improving patient-ventilator
interaction.
Key Words: assisted mechanical ventilation; critical illness; dyssynchrony; mechanical ventilation.

Introduction
Mechanical ventilation (MV) can be distinguished in two major categories: controlled MV, where the act of breathing
is entirely controlled by the ventilator and assisted MV, where the patients’ respiratory system and the ventilator work
together. Controlled ventilation is mainly applied for short periods, especially during the acute phase of illness. As soon
as there are no contraindications to sedation reduction and the patient is able to breathe spontaneously, an assisted ventilator mode is applied. This practice has been dictated by a plethora of evidence emphasizing the detrimental effects of
controlled MV and associated respiratory muscles inactivation, most notably the development of ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction [1,2]. Contrariwise, assisted ventilation is associated with reduced dose and duration of sedation
and decreased used of neuromuscular blockade which have been shown to promote hemodynamic stability, diminish the
risk of critical illness polyneuromyopathy, improve gas exchange and shorten the duration of MV [3-6].
With the onset of assisted MV, two entirely different systems are called to collaborate: the respiratory system and the
ventilator. The quality of their interaction, temporal and quantitative, is imperative for MV to be beneficial and is described by the Greek word “synchrony.” Patient-ventilator synchrony occurs when (1) the ventilator provides flow and
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pressure as soon as patient effort begins; (2) the magni-

Pmus(t) = Pres(t)+ Pel(t) = Rrs × V’(t)

tude of this pressure and flow meets patient respiratory
demand; and (3) the ventilator assistance is terminated
when patient effort ends. Whenever any of the above is
not fulfilled, patient-ventilator dyssynchrony occurs. Adverse effects of patient-ventilator dyssynchrony include:
increased work of breathing, patient discomfort, alveolar
overdistention and lung injury, sleep disturbances, periodic breathing, unnecessary use of sedation and excessive
unloading of the diaphragm leading to ventilator-induced

+ Ers × ΔVFRC(t) 			

Where Rrs and Ers are resistance and elastance of the
respiratory system respectively, ΔVFRC(t) is instantaneous
volume above the passive functional residual capacity
(FRC) and V’(t) is instantaneous flow. If ΔV is related to
end-expiratory lung volume (EE),
Pmus(t) = Pres(t)+ Pel(t) = Rrs × V’(t) + Ers
× ΔVEE(t) + PEEPi 			

diaphragmatic dysfunction [7-10]. To detect patient-ventilator dyssynchronies, the physician should assess patient
comfort and carefully inspect the pressure- and flow-time
waveforms, available on the ventilator screen of all modern ventilators.

(1)

(2)

where PEEPi, is the elastic recoil pressure of the respiratory system at end-expiration.
During control MV, the respiratory muscles do not contract, Pmus is 0 and the pressure needed to overcome the

This review aims to describe the various forms of pa-

elastance and resistance of the respiratory system is en-

tient-ventilator dyssynchrony, focusing on how to identify

tirely provided by the ventilator. The equation of motion

them at the bedside, to analyze their causes, the actions

in this case is modified as follows:

required to reduce or eliminate them and their clinical impact. Before that, a brief revision on the pathophysiology
of breathing and the basic principles dictating the operation of assisted ventilatory modes will be provided.

Paw = Pres(t)+ Pel(t) = Rrs × V’(t) + Ers
× ΔVEE(t) + PEEPi 			

(3)

where Paw is the pressure provided by the ventilator.
In assisted MV, the total pressure applied to the respiratory systems comes both from the ventilator and the re-

Pathophysiology

spiratory muscles and the equation of motion is modified

To understand patient-ventilator dyssynchrony during
assisted MV, one must first understand the pressures developed in the respiratory system during a spontaneous
breath. To initiate a breath, the respiratory muscles contract, obeying nerve stimuli coming from the respiratory
control center. Inspiratory muscle contraction expands
the alveoli and decreases alveolar pressure below atmospheric pressure, driving gas into the lungs. Respiratory

as follows:
PTOT = Paw + Pmus = Pres(t)+ Pel(t) = Rrs × V’(t)
+ Ers × ΔVEE(t) + PEEPi 			

(4)

where PTOT is the total pressure. It is clear that the variables of the above equation are tightly interdependent and
each change of one may affect the others. This tight interrelation is schematically described in Figure 1 [11].

muscle contraction generates a pressure (Pmus), which at
any time during inspiration (t), is dissipated to overcome
two pressures opposing respiratory system inflation, the
resistive (Pres) and elastic (Pel) pressure of the respiratory system (inertia is assumed to be negligible) [11]. This
is accurately described by the equation of motion of the
respiratory system:

Basic Principles of Assisted Ventilation
To interpret the basic waveforms and subsequently to
recognize patient-ventilator dyssynchronies, it is useful to
discuss the basic principles dictating the operation of as-
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more friendly to the patient regarding the work of breathing, because the pressure triggering necessitates isometric
contraction of the respiratory muscles [12,13]. However,
studies have shown that, in the modern ventilators, there
are minimal differences, if any, concerning the work of
breathing between the two ways of triggering [12-14].
Other triggering variables include flow waveform, volume, transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi)-driven servoventilation and the electromyographic activity of the diaphragm (EAdi; neurally adjusted ventilator assist [NAVA])
but their use in clinical practice is limited [12,15-21].
The variable that controls the pressure and flow delivery distinguishes the various assisted MV modes [22,23].
In assist volume control, the ventilator delivers a preset
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the respiratory system and
the applied pressures. The respiratory system is presented as a
balloon at passive functional residual capacity (FRC) (continuous
line). Two dashed lines indicate volumes above (ΔV1) and below
(ΔV2) FRC. In mechanically ventilated patients during inspiration
ventilator pressure (Paw) and pressure developed by inspiratory
muscles (PmusI) generate flow and the volume increases above
passive FRC. The sum of these two pressures is dissipated to
overcome elastic pressure (Pel), and resistive pressure (Pres).
All these pressures have positive values in the equation of motion. Pressure developed by contraction of expiratory muscles
(PmusE), elastic recoil pressure due to volume below passive
FRC and resistive pressure due to V’E have negative values in the
equation. V’I: inspiratory flow; Rrs: resistance of the respiratory
system; V’E: expiratory flow; Ers: elastance of the respiratory
system. Modified from Kondili et al. Br J Anaesth 2003;91:10619, with permission of Oxford University Press [43].

tidal volume with a preset flow-time profile. These are the
independent variables, while the airway pressure (Paw)
needed to deliver the preset flow and volume depends on
the mechanical properties of the respiratory system and
is the dependent variable. In pressure control or pressure
support, the ventilator delivers a preset pressure (independent variable). The dependent variables on pressure-preset
modes are the volume and flow. These variables change
according to the mechanical properties of the respiratory
system and the pressure delivered. In proportional modes
of ventilation, no variable is preset: the ventilator delivers
support which is proportional to patient inspiratory effort.
The later is expressed either through changes in instantaneous flow and volume (proportional assist ventilation

sisted ventilator modes.

[PAV]), or through changes in the neural activity of the

Three variables determine the function of a positive

diaphragm (NAVA) [11,22,24].

pressure ventilator: (1) the triggering variable, (2) the

The cycling off variable is defined as the signal of

variable that controls the delivered pressure or flow dur-

terminating the delivery phase. The usual cycling off

ing the mechanical inspiration, and (3) the cycling off

criterion in assisted pressure-preset modes of MV is air-

variable.

way pressure or flow: the ventilator terminates assist and

The triggering variable is the signal that initiates the

opens the expiratory valve when Paw increases or flow

mechanical breath. In assisted ventilation, the most com-

decreases to a preset criterion. Other cycling off criteria

monly used triggering variables are flow and pressure.

are time, volume, the flow-waveform method and the

Mechanical inspiration starts when patient inspiratory

EAdi in NAVA [15]. Ideally, the cycling off should occur

effort decreases either the flow (flow triggering) or the

simultaneously with the end of neural inspiration. How-

pressure (pressure triggering) in the ventilator circuit to a

ever, this fact rarely, if ever, happens and the expiratory

preset level. It is generally believed that flow triggering is

asynchrony is a common event with all conventional
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modes of assisted ventilation.

associated dyssynchrony, ineffective efforts can happen at

With pressure-preset modes rise time is a setting that

any time during the mechanical breath, during mechani-

determines how fast the ventilator will reach the selected

cal inspiration, expiration or at the transition between

Paw. It is available in the new generation ventilators dur-

these two phases. The gold standard for their recognition

ing pressure support and pressure control ventilation. Fast

is the simultaneous observation of the patient inspira-

rising time is associated with a sharp increase in inspira-

tory activity. This is achieved either through recording of

tory flow and may cause pressure overshoot and promote

Pes or EAdi (Figure 2). Both methods are invasive and

dyspnoea. Very slow rising time may be recognized by

require the insertion of specified catheters: esophageal

a rounded shaped inspiratory flow [25-27]. Both the low

catheter, for Pes and NAVA catheter, for EAdi. In most

and high rise time may alter the mechanical inspiratory

cases, ineffective efforts can be identified non-invasively

time and the volume delivered and may provoke dissocia-

at the bedside, by observing the flow-time and Paw-time

tion between mechanical and neural inspiration [27,28].

waveforms at the ventilator screen. Ineffective efforts

Since, there are no rules for setting an optimal rise time,

cause distortions in the Paw and, more obviously, in the

both very rapid and slow rise time should be avoided and

flow curve: an abrupt increase in inspiratory flow and a

rising time should be adjusted according to patient respi-

decrease in expiratory flow indicate the presence of inef-

ratory drive [25-28].

fective efforts during mechanical inspiration and expiration, respectively (Figures 2 and 3) [11,18].
Triggering delay and ineffective efforts share common

Patient-Ventilator Dyssynchronies
Patient-ventilator dyssynchronies can be distinguished

pathophysiological mechanisms. Their causes can be
classified into two main categories: ventilator settings and
patients’ characteristics [8,29-31]. Ventilator settings that

in two major categories: (1) dyssynchronies that occur

predispose to triggering delay and ineffective efforts are

because neural breath is not in phase with mechanical

the high assist level, the delayed opening of the expirato-

breath. This group includes: triggering delay, ineffective

ry valve and the low triggering sensitivity. These factors

efforts, autotriggering, reverse triggering, delayed open-

are determined by the physician. The main patients’ char-

ing of the expiratory valve, premature opening of the ex-

acteristics include low respiratory drive (i.e., sedation,

piratory valve, double triggering, and breath stacking and

central nervous diseases, etc.), weak inspiratory muscles

(2) dyssynchronies related to a discrepancy between the

(i.e., critical illness polyneuromyopathy, myasthenia,

level of assist that the patient needs and the actual assist

etc.), and high resistance and compliance that increase the

that the ventilator provides.

time constant of the respiratory system.
The incidence and the magnitude of the delay of trig-

1) Delay of triggering and ineffective efforts
Triggering delay is the time interval between the initia-

gering and ineffective efforts are not minor in clinical

tion of the neural and mechanical inspiration [11,18]. If

patient-ventilator dyssynchrony. Vaporidi et al. [32] evalu-

esophageal pressure (Pes) or EAdi monitoring is avail-

ated the role of ineffective efforts, specifically clusters of

practice. Ineffective efforts are the commonest form of

able, it is observed as the time elapsed between the reduc-

them, during MV on the outcome of critically ill patients.

tion in Pes or increase in EAdi (start of neural inspiration)

Events of ineffective efforts were identified in 38% of

and the abrupt increase of flow or Paw (start of mechani-

patients with prolonged MV and these events were associ-

cal inspiration).

ated with prolonged MV and increased mortality. Their in-

Ineffective efforts are patient’s efforts that fail to trigger

cidence is higher in patients with obstructive lung disease

the ventilator. Although usually described as a triggering-

[29,33]. In these patients, the low elastic recoil pressure
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Flow (L/s)

Triggering delay

Paw (cmH2O)

Pes (cmH2O)

Time (s)

IE

Figure 2. Airway pressure (Paw), flow and esophageal pressure (Pes) time curves in a patient ventilated with pressure support ventilation. Observe that the second decrease in Pes, which represents inspiratory effort of the patient, is not followed by a mechanical breath.
This is ineffective effort (IE) during expiration and is manifested by a slight decrease in Paw associated with a simultaneous decrease in
expiratory flow (red arrows). Notice that the signal of flow distortion is much clearer than the corresponding Paw change. In every mechanical breath, there is a time lag between the start of neural inspiration (first dotted line) and the start of mechanical inspiration (second
dotted line). This time lag is the triggering delay. Observe the spike early in expiratory flow (black arrows) after each breath that suggests high airway resistance and long-time constant causing incomplete exhalation (flow is not zero before the next breath). Dynamic
hyperinflation causes triggering delay and, combined with a relatively weaker patient effort (second Pes deflection smaller than the others) leads to ineffective triggering.

and/or increased resistance increase the time required for

cases of dynamic hyperinflation, especially if the effort is

the patient to exhale (high time constant), predisposing to

weak, the patient may fail to trigger the ventilator (inef-

air trapping and dynamic hyperinflation. Dynamic hyper-

fective effort). High airway resistance can be recognized

inflation is the most important cause of triggering delay

in all ventilator modes by observing the expiratory flow-

and ineffective efforts. In the presence of dynamic hyper-

time curve. Early in expiration, a spike in expiratory flow

inflation, an elastic threshold load (PEEPi) is imposed on

signifies the dynamic compression of central airways [11].

the inspiratory muscles at the beginning of inspiration.

Thereafter, the expiratory flow decreases but very slowly,

The inspiratory muscles must first counterbalance PEEPi

if ever, returns to zero line before the following inspira-

in order to decrease alveolar pressure below external posi-

tion (Figures 2 and 3).

tive end-expiratory pressure (PEEPe) and trigger the ven-

Delayed or missed triggers represent eccentric contrac-

tilator [34-36]. This creates a delay between the beginning

tions of the diaphragm which may be deleterious for its

of inspiratory effort and ventilator triggering. In severe

function. They may cause distress and in their presence,
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the respiratory rate on the ventilator screen does not re-

and respiratory rate decrease, (2) lengthening expiratory
time through a higher flow threshold for cycling off and
a faster rising time in pressure support or a higher inspi-

ineffective efforts should be investigated [8,11,22,29,31].

ratory flow and a shorter plateau inspiratory pressure in

Firstly, ventilator settings should be revised. Setting the

assist volume control mode and (3) application of PEEPe.

most sensitive triggering that does not cause autotrig-

The PEEPe narrows the difference between the alveolar

gering is an option. With regard to triggering sensitivity,

pressure and the threshold of pressure for the initiation of

it has been shown that the flow-waveform method [15],

the mechanical inspiration, hence helping the patient to

compared to flow triggering, enhances the sensitivity and

trigger the ventilator. This is especially helpful in some

thus reduces the incidence of these events. Furthermore,

patients with severe obstructive lung disease [29,33].

the newer methods for triggering in the context of Pdi-

Secondly, patient-related causes should be reviewed. At-

driven servoventilation [20] and NAVA [21] eliminate

tention should be given in respiratory drive and the fac-

these events. Ventilator settings that decrease dynamic

tors that may reduce it, such as excessive sedation and

hyperinflation and, hence, triggering delay and ineffec-

alkalemia. Efforts in order to decrease the magnitude of

tive efforts are: (1) reduction of minute ventilation by

dynamic hyperinflation also should be done, in instance

lowering assist (decrease set pressure, set tidal volume)

the use of corticosteroids, bronchodilating therapy and

Flow (L/s)

flect the true respiratory rate of the patient. Strategies in
order to reduce the triggering delay and the number of

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
−0.2
−0.4
−0.6
−0.8

Start of neural breath

Pes (cmH2O)

IE
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
−2
0
−4

1

2

IE

3

4

5

6
Time (s)

Figure 3. Flow and esophageal pressure (Pes) time curves in a patient ventilated with pressure support ventilation. The start of neural
inspiration (dotted line) is indicated by a rapid decrease in Pes associated with a rapid decrease in expiratory flow (expiratory flow returns rapidly to zero line). The two subsequent patient efforts are not accompanied by a mechanical breath and represent ineffective efforts (IE, red arrows). Both can be identified by the associated flow distortion. The first IE takes place during mechanical inspiration and
causes an increase in inspiratory flow waveform. The second IE happens during expiration and is manifested by a decrease in expiratory
flow. The spike early in expiratory flow (black arrow) due to high airway resistance and the incomplete exhalation (flow is not zero before the next breath) are signs of dynamic hyperinflation.
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aspiration of secretions may result in reduced expiratory

triggering and/or artifacts that may cause a drop of Paw

resistance.

or flow, which is misinterpreted by the ventilator as patient effort. Artifacts that frequently cause autotriggering

2) Autotriggering
Autotriggering occurs when the ventilator is triggered

are circuit leaks, presence of water in the circuit, hiccups

in the absence of patient effort [37,38]. This phenomenon

predispose a patient to increased risk of autotriggering are

can also be recognized by inspection of the ventilator

the low respiratory drive and breathing frequency, the low

waveforms. The absence of decrease in Pes (if it is moni-

time constant of the respiratory system (increased elastic

and strong cardiogenic oscillators [37,38]. Factors that

tored) or in Paw before the delivery phase, especially in

recoil, low resistance) and the presence of hyperdynamic

the presence of a zero flow long enough before the me-

circulation (larger cardiac output and higher ventricular

chanical breath, are signs that the breath is not triggered

filling pressures).

by the patient. The flow-time profile of the autotriggered

Autotriggering is a common phenomenon during as-

breaths is, often, different from the corresponding of pa-

sisted modes of MV (invasive and non-invasive) [18,39].

tient-triggered breaths (Figure 4). If secretions or cardiac

When apparent, the respiratory rate is falsely elevated.

oscillations are the cause, one might notice the associate

These additional breaths may lead to hyperventilation,

flow distortion and suspect the phenomenon.
Autotriggering may be caused by a low threshold for

respiratory alkalosis, hyperinflation, and diaphragmatic
dysfunction [2,40].

Flow (L/s)

Paw (cmH2O)

Pdi (cmH2O)

Time (s)

Figure 4. Airway pressure (Paw), flow and transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi) time curves of a patient ventilated on pressure support
ventilation are illustrated. As indicated by the absence of Pdi increase, there is no inspiratory effort before the second mechanical breath
(autotriggered breath, see blue shaded area). We can observe that, in comparison to patient-triggered breaths, where a decrease in
Paw is observed before the start of mechanical inflation (grey shaded areas), there is no distortion in the Paw- (no decrease in Paw)
and flow-time curve in the autotriggered breath. Moreover, the shape of the inspiratory flow-time curve is different compared to that of
patient-triggered breaths. Notice the absence of dynamic hyperinflation in this patient (expiratory flow returns to zero after each breath).
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To eliminate autotriggering, the physician must try to
correct the underlying cause: enhance the respiratory

the respiratory system and trigger the ventilator multiple
times.

drive by reducing sedation, correct alkalosis by reduc-

Premature cycling is associated with particular ventila-

ing the level of assist, aspirate secretions, and minimize

tor settings, such as low level of assist, relatively high

circuit leaks. Moreover, a higher triggering threshold, or

threshold for cycling off and short inflation time. Short

change from flow to pressure triggering may abolish au-

time constant of the respiratory system and long neural

totriggered breaths [37,38].

inspiration time are predisposing factors for this dyssynchrony. Furthermore, risk factors for multiple triggering

3) Premature cycling off
When the exhalation valve of the ventilator opens too

are the low elastic recoil at the end of mechanical infla-

early, mechanical inspiration lasts shorter than neural in-

As already mentioned, premature opening of the ex-

spiration. This form of dyssynchrony is often associated

halation valve is related with increased work of breath-

with insufficient support. Inspiratory muscle effort after

ing. Moreover, double triggering may provoke high tidal

the end of ventilator insufflation enhances the work of

volumes (up to twice of the predetermined value) putting

breathing and puts the patient at risk for double trigger-

the patient at risk of ventilation-induced lung injury and

ing. This asynchrony can present with the following ways

ventilation-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction.

tion and the intense inspiratory muscle activity [11,22].

[11]. (1) Zero or small inspiratory flow for some time af-

Premature opening of the expiratory valve and related

ter opening of the exhalation valve (Paw decreases to zero

multiple triggering can be minimized either by increas-

or PEEP level) indicates that inspiratory muscles continue

ing the mechanical inspiration time and/or, if possible, by

to contract after the end of mechanical inspiration [41].

decreasing the neural inspiration time. The latter should

(2) A sharp decrease from the peak expiratory flow which

be considered in patients with prolonged inspiratory ef-

lasts few milliseconds followed by an increase and then

forts due to excessive administration of opioids. Actions

decreases gradually to zero toward the end of expiration:

that increase the mechanical inflation time include the

this pattern in the flow-time waveform is also a sign that

lower flow threshold for cycling, the higher support and

considerable inspiratory muscle activity is present after

the slower rising time with pressure support mode [11,28].

opening of exhalation valve. When mechanical inspira-

With control modes, higher duration of mechanical inspi-

tion ends, end-inspiratory elastic recoil pressure is greater

ration should be easily achieved by proper adjustment of

than inspiratory muscle pressure, creating positive alveo-

ventilator settings, such as inspiratory time, inspiratory

lar pressure and, therefore, expiratory flow. Elastic recoil

flow or application of end-inspiratory pause [11,22].

pressure decreases while lung volume declines due to
inspiratory muscle contraction. An increasing opposing
pressure to expiratory flow develops, causing an abrupt

4) Delayed cycling off
When the exhalation valve opens too late, mechani-

decrease in expiratory flow. This decrease is interrupted

cal inspiration extends into neural expiration. This may

by the relaxation of the inspiratory muscles and expira-

promote rigorous expiratory muscle activity and increase

tory flow increases and, therefore, follows the route as

the work of breathing as the patient struggles to terminate

determined by the elastic recoil pressure and resistance

inspiration. Furthermore, it may unnecessarily increase

of the patient and expiratory circuit [11]. (3) Double (or

the delivered tidal volume and shorten the available expi-

multiple) triggering: this refers to the delivery of two

ratory time. These effects may promote dynamic hyperin-

(or even more) ventilator insufflations during one single

flation and associated dyssynchronies (delayed triggering,

inspiratory effort. The inspiratory muscle contraction is

ineffective efforts), especially in patients with obstructive

great enough to overwhelm the elastic recoil pressure of

lung disease or provoke lung overdistention.
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Recognition of the delayed opening of the exhalation

control mode, high tidal volume, increased inflation time,

valve is, often, challenging. During pressure support

low inspiratory flow and application of end-inspiratory

mode, it can be indicated by the fast decrease of the inspi-

pause may causes delayed opening of the exhalation valve

ratory flow followed by an exponential decline towards

[43]. With pressure support mode, delayed opening of the

the end of mechanical inspiration [11]. An abrupt increase

expiratory valve is commonly observed in patients with

(spike) of the Paw near the end of mechanical inspiration

long time constant of respiratory system, such as in pa-

is either a sign of inspiratory muscle relaxation or expira-

tients with chronic obstructive lung diseases [44].

tory muscle contraction [42]. Whichever is the cause, this

Independent of the mode of the ventilation, changes of

spike is an evidence of delayed cycling off (Figure 5).

the ventilator settings should be combined by measures

With assist-volume control ventilation, the sharp increase

that minimize the airway resistance and dynamic hyper-

of Paw towards the end of mechanical breath indicates

inflation (i.e., bronchodilation, steroid therapy, aspiration

that mechanical inspiration is longer than neural.

of secretions).

Low flow threshold for cycling off, high support and low
rise time are predisposing factors for this asynchrony during pressure support ventilation [43]. With assisted volume

5) Reverse triggering
Reverse triggering was first described by Akoumianaki

Flow (L/s)
End of mechanical inspiration

Paw (cmH2O)

Pgas (cmH2O)

Pes (cmH2O)
Time (s)

End of neural inspiration

Figure 5. Delayed opening of the expiratory valve. Flow, airway pressure (Paw), gastric pressure (Pgas) and esophageal pressure (Pes)
time waveforms in a patient ventilated with pressure support ventilation. There is a significant time delay (blue shaded area) between the
end of neural inspiration, recognized by a rapid increase in Pes, and the end of mechanical inspiration, signified by the termination of
inspiratory flow (inspiratory flow equals zero). Observe the rapid increase of Paw towards the end of mechanical inspiration, indicating
inspiratory muscle relaxation.
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Flow (L/s)

Paw (cmH2O)

VT (ml)

EAdi (μV)

Time (s)

Figure 6. Reverse triggering in a patient ventilated with assist pressure control ventilation. There is an inspiratory effort of the patient
(dotted lines), as evidenced by the rapid increase in electromyographic activity of the diaphragm (EAdi) after every mechanical inflation
(1:1 relationship). The time interval between the initiation of mechanical and neural inspiration is fixed. Indirect evidence of patient inspiratory activity during mechanical inflation is the notch in Paw (grey shaded area). Paw: airway pressure; VT: tidal volume.

et al. [45] who observed, in a group of heavily sedated

Pes or EAdi recording is unavailable, is often difficult

patients, the occurrence of patient inspiratory efforts

and requires careful inspection of the Paw- and flow-time

that were triggered by the ventilator. This phenomenon,

waveforms (Figures 6 and 7). Depending on the phase of

known as respiratory entrainment, has been previously

the mechanical breath that they occur, they may induce

described in animals, healthy subjects and preterm infants

isometric or eccentric contractions of the respiratory

[40,46,47]. It differs from the other types of dyssyn-

muscles, augment the inflated tidal volume in pressure

chronies in that the patient completely loses its normal

targeted modes or even trigger second breaths (breath

breathing variability and actually breaths like a machine,

stacking) causing hyperventilation and increasing the risk

exhibiting a fixed temporal relationship (1:1 or, less com-

for lung overdistention (Figure 7) .

monly, 1:2 or 1:3) between the onset of his inspiratory efforts and the onset of mechanical breaths. Vagal feedback
and cortical influences are involved in the pathophysi-

6) Dyssynchronies related to a discrepancy between the

ological mechanism of these events [46,47]. Reverse trig-

needs of the patient and the ventilator assist
Inappropriate assist level (inadequate or excessive as-

gered breaths may occur at any phase of the respiratory

sist) with regard to patients’ ventilator demands is another

cycle and for variable periods. Their recognition, when

cause of patient-ventilator dyssynchrony [11,22]. Inade-
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Flow (L/s)

Paw (cmH2O)

VT (ml)

Pes (cmH2O)

Time (s)

Figure 7. Reverse triggering in a patient ventilated with assist volume control ventilation. Esophageal pressure (Pes) decrease reveals
patient inspiratory efforts (blue line) after every mechanical inflation in 1:1 relationship. Indirect evidence of patient inspiratory activity
during mechanical inflation is the flow distortion (grey shaded area) and the disappearance (blue arrows) of plateau airway pressure
(Paw) in the flow-time and Paw-time waveform, respectively. In this patient, a reverse triggered breath was strong enough to trigger the
ventilator at the end of the mechanical inspiration, causing breath stacking (red shaded area). Inflated tidal volume (VT) during breath
stacking increased from 444 ml to 800 ml (double arrow).

quate assist level is usually observed in patients with high

By inspecting the waveforms of Paw or flow, the respi-

demands and increased respiratory drive (i.e., sepsis and

ratory effort in relation to assist level can be estimated

metabolic acidosis). This discrepancy is combined with

[11,22]. Paw decreases when the inspiratory muscles con-

increased work of breathing and often the clinical status

tract and increases when the expiratory muscles contract.

of the patient is indicative (i.e., use of accessory respira-

Paw is more sensitive in assist-volume control ventilation

tory muscles, high respiratory rate).

since it is the dependent variable. Although in pressure-

Excessive assist level is often an outcome of low respi-

targeted modes Paw should remain relatively constant,

ratory drive and/or inappropriate ventilator settings, but

its shape may alter when the respiratory muscles contract

the adverse effects of this incompatibility are important.

rigorously (Figure 8). Furthermore, change in the flow

Dynamic hyperinflation, respiratory alkalosis, periodic

pattern beyond the typical declining pattern is a sign of

breathing pattern due to lower apnoeic threshold, sleep

muscle effort [49]. Rapid decrease in inspiratory flow

disturbances, ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunc-

to flow threshold for cycling off in a patient with rela-

tion and/or lung injury are potential consequences of high

tively long time constant is a sign of expiratory muscle

assist [44,48].

contraction and thus a sign of high assist (Figure 9) [50].
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Figure 8. Flow, airway pressure (Paw), esophageal pressure (Pes) and transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi) time waveforms in a patient
ventilated with pressure support ventilation. Observe the vigorous contraction of inspiratory muscles (Pdi increase) during the mechanical inspiration. The magnitude of this contraction causes a rounded inspiratory flow and a large decrease of Paw (gray shaded area)
from the expected square-shaped form during inspiration. Rounded flow and Paw decrease are signs of low ventilator assist with respect to patients ventilator demands.

Delayed cycling off might also indicate excessive assist.

tient effort. Patient effort is expressed either as a change

On the other hand, rounded or constant inspiratory flow

in instantaneous flow and volume (PAV) or as a change

represents significant inspiratory effort and might be due

in the EAdi (NAVA). The clinician sets the “gain” to aug-

to insufficient assist (Figure 6). Supportive of insufficient

ment patient effort and pressure and flow delivery change

assist is also the appearance of signs of premature cycling

breath by breath following patient ventilator demand.

off or double triggering.

Triggering in PAV is similar to conventional assisted
modes but in NAVA the EAdi triggers the ventilator. PAV
measures also the respiratory mechanics through dedicated software. Several clinical studies have shown the PAV

New Ventilator Modes

and NAVA greatly improve the synchrony between the

Apart from ventilator settings adjustments, the intro-

patient and the ventilator. Specifically ineffective efforts,

duction of new modes of MV, the so-called proportional

delayed or premature opening of the expiratory valve and

ventilation modes, was a major step towards a better

excessive ventilator assist are greatly minimized [10,51-

patient-ventilator interaction. These modes share similar

55]. The reason for improved patient-ventilator synchro-

principles: they provide assistance in proportion to pa-

ny is the tight link between the patient’s effort and the
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Flow (L/s)

Paw (cmH2O)

Pes (cmH2O)

EAdi (μV)

Time (s)

Figure 9. High assist in a patient ventilated with pressure support ventilation. Observe the square shaped airway pressure (Paw) and the
abrupt decrease in inspiratory flow to flow threshold for cycling off towards the end of inspiration (arrows). There is also a significant
cycling off delay (blue shaded area), seen often at high assist levels. Esophageal pressure (Pes) and electromyographic activity of the
diaphragm (EAdi) decrease rapidly but mechanical inflation continues. Importantly, expiratory muscles contract during the whole expiration.

ventilator support: the patient retains considerable control

dyssynchrony is common; it may occur at any phase of

of his breathing pattern and of the tidal volume. Even at

the respiratory cycle and can be due to time discrepancies

high levels of assist, negative feedbacks from the respira-

or ventilator assist/respiratory demand discrepancies be-

tory controller minimize the risk for excessive tidal vol-

tween the patient and the ventilator. It is associated with

ume, protecting from overdistention and overventilation

numerous unwanted effects and, may adversely affect

[53,56].

the outcome. The gold standard for their recognition is
the documentation of patient effort. However, in several
cases, careful inspection of the ventilator screen along
with the clinical picture of the patient is sufficient for the

Conclusions

physician to recognize patient-ventilator dyssynchronies.

Assisted MV offers significant advantages over con-

Modern ventilators offer several modifiable settings to

trolled MV but attention should be paid on the presence

improve patient-ventilator interaction. New proportional

of patient-ventilator dyssynchrony. Patient-ventilator

modes of ventilation are also very helpful in improving
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